Thursday, August 07, 2014

5:06 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

8-7-14 Tit for Tat... when 15 Billion hungry people want
Boeing to start building "Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines"
and "Heavy Lift Ambulance Lifting Helicopters"... so Putin
has $777 Trillion in oil revenues so does the USA... MOSCOW
(AP) — Russia banned most food imports from the West on
Thursday in retaliation for sanctions over Ukraine, an
unexpectedly sweeping move that will cost farmers in North
America, Europe and Australia billions of dollars but will
also likely lead to empty shelves in Russian cities.
8-7-14 Associated Press need to add $777 Trillion in oil
revenues fuel the stove!

8-7-14 "Organ Donation Made Mandatory" in our 1984 II
Era of suppressed ElectricwindmillFord Escort Era!
8-7-14 "Vision!" God's best invention is Women, Vision to
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8-7-14 "Vision!" God's best invention is Women, Vision to
observe her Inspiration Fuels Inventors in every Century...
8-7-14 Google Glasses -------- invent by Greg will correct the
eye but without surgery, then with surgery if Greg's Google
Glasses can't fix their vision by photons or Sound Waves. “The
first spectacles were invented in the 13th century,” says
Gordon Wetzstein, a research scientist at the MIT Media Lab
and one of the display’s co-creators. “Today, of course, we
have contact lenses and surgery, but it’s all invasive in the
sense that you either have to put something in your eye, wear
something on your head, or undergo surgery. We have a
different solution... Greg's Google Glasses will go to the MIT
Lab when George Orwell II makes contact to let Greg Fill Up
with Invention Fuel, vision all the 1984 II Observers
watching Greg + 4 MD Wives get one invention after another!
They will be burning up... Oh Hell.
8-7-14 1 Million mercenaries get paid $1 Trillion in 2014
and another $1 trillion in 2015 paid via Pentagon Top Brass
Policy Makers... sick, call a doctor!
8-7-14 Pentagon never played out a scenario Paying
Medical Students $1 Trillion... they would have gotten a fleet
of Fighter Jets better than the ones they bought for $777
Trillion in $4 gas money. And Fuel for the Paid Med Student
will write Medical iApps Free Ones!
8-7-14 Pentagon, someone at the Pentagon Today has
Syphilis... CIA could track him down if ordered to!!
8-7-14 How many people are Murdered because of Syphilis,
HIV, STD's these statistics are classified. Cure Invention is
suppressed + classified, ha.
8-7-14 Syphilis, Paid Med Student will write Medical iApps
Free Ones... 16K people would never have gotten Syphilis in
2013, 2014 with Paid Mercenary Medical Students... ha
among the more pernicious sexually-transmitted infections,
is on the rise; nearly 16,000 cases were reported in the U.S. in
2012, according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention
8-7-14 Fighter Jet High Technology built into Organ
Transplant Surgery $1 Trillion a year from 1980 to 2014 and
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Transplant Surgery $1 Trillion a year from 1980 to 2014 and
we would have Transplant Surgery for Everyone on Earth
Made in the USA not China!
8-7-14 Navy will stick to the Fighter Jets as none of the Navy
Pilots could Pass Yale Med School unless they were "OJ" and
Kennedy felt like they should be a MD even though... sick!
8-7-14 19K Pistorius NO 119K Women are Murdered just I
can't get hold of the correct statistics but the conclusion I
have come to is "Drop Cams" should be a "Code" building new
Homes and old apts. and houses must all have "Drop Cams"
to record the 219K women being murdered. Dash Drop Cams
for Cops behind you, Ha. As for Bill Clinton how did Hillary
miss all the videos?
8-7-14 Bill Clinton lied on the stand ------------- "Prosecutor
says Pistorius lied on stand"
8-7-14 Bill Clinton lied on the stand ------------- "Prosecutor
says Pistorius lied on stand"
8-7-14 "OJ" lied on the stand ------------- "Prosecutor says
Pistorius lied on stand"
8-7-14 Prince Charles lied on the stand ------------"Prosecutor says Pistorius lied on stand"
8-7-14 "Prosecutor says Pistorius lied on stand" Prince
William to save lives as air ambulance pilot not as London
Prosecutor of Elite Rich Nobel Pseudofiles + "OJ" Clones in
London, this would save lives not this scam story!
8-7-14 Bill Clinton lied on the stand ------------- "Prosecutor
says Pistorius lied on stand" MiamiHerald.com - PRETORIA,
South Africa -- The chief prosecutor in Oscar Pistorius'
murder trial said Thursday in closing arguments that the
athlete repeatedly lied during testimony in a crude attempt
to defend himself against a murder charge for killing
girlfriend Reeva ...
8-7-14 Presently, nearly 8,667 and 1,352 people in New York
are listed for a kidney and liver donation!
8-7-14 "Organ Donation Made Mandatory" in our 1984 II
Era of suppressed ElectricwindmillFord Escort Era!
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Era of suppressed ElectricwindmillFord Escort Era!
8-7-14 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Who Will Made your
Hospital Organ Transplants Feel + Look High Tech as a
Fighter Jet!
8-7-14 "Organ Donation Made Mandatory" in our 1984 II
Era of suppressed ElectricwindmillFord Escort Era!
8-7-14 New England Journal of Medicine Todays issue...
"Kidney Transplantation in Children" V.R. Dharnidharka, P.
Fiorina, and W.E. Harmon | N Engl J Med 2014;371:549-558
CME Exam
8-7-14 Not in Todays NEJM 100 kids Children will die left in
Hot Cars just in the USA... Suppressed by the NEJM Doctors in
the Ruling Class!
8-7-14 "Organ Donation Made Mandatory" in our 1984 II
Era of suppressed ElectricwindmillFord Escort Era!
8-7-14 Anorexia Is Often Fueled By Positive Emotions, Pride
About Weight Loss - Big Brother 1984 II fuels you with $4 gas,
and puts "Butter" on it, pays MD's and others to write
"Butters" are ok... NEJM and the White House Doctors will not
put a "Clot" warning label on "Butters" this is not fueled by a
Big Brother 1984 with "Pride" but Psychotic Killers...
8-7-14 "Organ Donation Made Mandatory" in our 1984 II
Era of suppressed ElectricwindmillFord Escort Era!
8-7-14 "Organ Donation Made Mandatory" in our 1984 II
Era of suppressed ElectricwindmillFord Escort Era!

8-7-14 Greg posted the story below for Dr. Katrina thinking
she will write her Frontal Lobe II Book a little faster. Fastest
Brain Wave... now invent a way to make them faster +
remember more. Well, Yes I'm well and I think this story if
you think serendipity... of Memory you might get a
accidental invention. If you read the story below without
thinking how can I use this article to invent a pill for total
recall then... you know what I mean! thanks.
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Medical Xpress — If you ask a neuroscientist what is the
fastest spiking neuron, they might respond with the familiar
manta: "fast-spiking parvalbumin-positive interneurons"

If parvalbumin (a calcium-binding protein found in muscle
and synapses) and fast-spiking interneurons. So what then
exactly is this protein speed pill?

The main deal with these particular interneurons is that
whether they are the so-called chandelier cells in the cortex,
Purkinje cells in the cerebellum, or basket cells in the
hippocampus, they all use the transmitter gaba.

The review details the common sense concept that fast
neurons need fast parts. Stated another way, a neuron can
only be as fast as its slowest link in the signal chain. In the
traditional conception, the fastest neuron in the world can
only transfer spike-based information as fast and reliably as
subsequent vesicle fusions at the synapse can track them.
However, if fusion probabilities are only 50 percent at best for
spike rates of just a few hz, this idea quickly gets into trouble
as spike rates increase. We would expect these fusion
probabilities at individual synapses to fall precipitiously for
rates a hundred times that. As we know from other studies,
at least in vitro, it is not too hard to make neurons run out
of transmitter.

Many of the basket-type parvalbumin cells send out short
axons which redundantly envelope the cell bodies of other
neurons. Conceivably, at high spike rates, these massive
terminations could be activated "round robin" so to speak,
like the rotor inside a distributor cap which fires each piston
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like the rotor inside a distributor cap which fires each piston
in sequence. In this way high spike rates could activate
different synapses at different times to deliver a more -or-less
reliable signal to a particular neuron. Without the synaptic
endurance afforded by the elaborate vesicle ribbons and
rapid fire cartridges that certain sensory neurons possess,
mere interneurons could make due by just using extra
wiring. One thing that the authors note, however, is that the
majority of parvalbumin interneurons are not just local
basket cells. Many send out axons of significant length that
branch diffuse regions contacted hundreds of neurons.

Researchers have found that the presynapses of these neurons
use highly optimized isoforms of standard synaptic proteins
and channels. In addition to parvalbumin, they employ
synaptotagmin II, which happens to have the fastest calcium
binding kinetics out of the 15 or so different varieties of this
protein. And it's not just the synapses, these neurons are first
class all the way. Only the fastest activating and
deactivated calcium and potassium channels from the most
elite families are tolerated (for the physiologists, this means
none of those pokey L or N type channels). Additionally these
neurons have among the highest sodium channel densities
found for unmyelinated axons. While they may only be able
to send spikes at a relatively modest 1.5 m/s, more
importantly, they fire the tightest spikes in the brain.

Parvalbumin is more than just calcium kinetics. It is fairly
abundant in the tissues where it is found and it happens to
be the protein responsible for seafood allergy—and for that
matter, frog leg allergy. The parvalbumin (and a few other
closely related proteins like troponin) in the fast-contracting
muscles of these animals is slightly different from our own.
In those afflicted this can provoke a strong IgE antibody
reaction. What happens to parvalbumin after its binds
calcium is still a bit of a mystery. Similar proteins, like
calmodulin for example, undergo conformational changes
after calcium binding to expose hydrophobic methyl groups
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after calcium binding to expose hydrophobic methyl groups
on its methionine residues. These surfaces bind a wide
variety of targets, particularly those that contain
amphiphilc helices with complimentary hydrophobic
domains. In parvalbumin interneuron synapses, it has been
found that release only need a few calcium channels to
operate. The local positions and conformations of
parvalbumin and other associated proteins may be critical
here. Rather than some fluid Brownian machine, we might
imagine what we have here, can be better likened to a
geared and well-oiled mechanism.

Just how fast are these neurons? That depends. In the
absence of the famed oscillatory behavior in the
hippocampus, these cells only put out spikes at around 6 Hz.
During theta rhythm (4-10Hz) they might jump up to 20 Hz,
while during gamma rhythm and sharp wave ripple, they
fire over 120 Hz. That is certainly below the single
millisecond scale bursts of an auditory neuron, but still not
too shabby.

Hot rodders know the fastest car is not the one with the
biggest engine or most expensive components. It is the one
whose parts work best together. As in racing, swapping out
stock proteins for racing proteins is just the first step—they
must then be tuned together in an evolutionary trial and
error. Parvalbumin is likely just one of many components
that must work smoothly together for maximal performance.

8-6-14 One of the tasks the human brain best performs is
identifying with 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Who Would
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identifying with 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Who Would
Have Made your Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet! Yale Key
West Med School built on a Eiffel Tower Structure!!
8-6-14 Wars in Afghanistan, Gaza Keep George Orwell II on
the War Path unable too achieve that Level of sophistication
to Build a high tech Med School in Key West, Gaza, etc. And
pay Medical Students not Afghanistan Soldiers! Evaluate
paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality of
training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.” 1 Million
mercenaries get paid $1 Trillion! Paying Medical Students
would get 1 Trillion High Tech Fighter Jet medical
inventions + discoveries. Pentagon will pay Mercenaries $1
Trillion again in 2015 unless.... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat is
successful!
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today in its New Search Engine for the Paper. I search for a
reason why, that "George Orwell II" does not want you who
buy lotto tickets to start using your time to inventsomething.

8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today - influencing attitudes about that search for a Nobel
Invention when the NY Times refused to pre-load 1,001 iApps
and links to make you a Inventor!
8-6-14 Killing of American general stirs new fears US leaving
Afghanistan 'short of the ... utopia Victory! Killing of 1,001
Invention Projects on the NY times web page stirs fears the NY
Times tomorrow will report the Afghanistan soldier who shot
the general will still get paid for that day...

8-6-14 Get Paid by the USA to be an Afghanistan soldier,
that pretty well kills off the idea of paying Medical Students
same as Cadets at West Point are paid... pay USA inventors
after the NY Times does its Fix 8.2 pre-loading spelled out
1,001 invention projects with links to click on.
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
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8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today... What kind of Leader would do this? One who built a
Casino instead of a Yale Key West Medical School. Who is
George Orwell II... I hope I find out soon as sleeping in my
1999 Ford Escort is stifling my getting the Rx Overnight
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... put it in the water if it
works!
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today, Killing of Inventors by Bill + Melinda Gates with Win
8.2 fix...
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today. In the news the NY Times is letting paid readers
SEARCH... NY Times Trillions of articles when you should
really be searching the New England Journal of Medicine for
Medical Inventions. 1,001 Medical Inventions will be posted
on this web soon!
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today... like Bill + Melinda Gates failed to pre-load 1,001
invention projects for you to have inventions to search for.

8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today. "People are somewhat overwhelmed when presented
with the entire archive like, 'Here's 11 million articles. Go
find what you want,'" said Evan Sandhaus, who is the
director of search, archives, and semantics at the Times. "We
thought there would be a real need to sort of guide people
into the archive." One way to do that, he told me, was to add
a search function that's linked to The New York Times Index,
pre-load 1,001 invention projects for you to have inventions
to search for.
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today. "People are somewhat overwhelmed when presented
with the entire archive like, 'Here's 11 million articles. Go
find what you want,'" said Evan Sandhaus, People are
somewhat overwhelmed when presented with the pre-load
1,001 invention projects for you to have inventions to search
for....
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8-6-14 Killing of American general stirs new fears US leaving
Afghanistan 'short of the ... utopia Victory!
8-6-14 Killing for "Greed" for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues
would have infected all the Generals ("Who Would Have!!!)
Made Your Junker Car Feel Like a Fighter Jet. utopia Car!
Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort... utopia!!

8-6-14 Killing of 10,000 American Lt's by Army PFC's in
Vietnam didn't stirs any fears US leaving short of the time...
for a Vietnam utopia!!
8-6-14 Killing of 19K SWF American's in 2014 stirs new fears
"Big Brother 1984 II" is selling Women Short. Murder in a
utopia, torturing and killing people while adding up the
$777 Trillion in $4 gas!
8-6-14 Killing of 40K American's via Breast Cancer in 2014
in general stirs new fears US left these women to die for War's
Addiction in Afghanistan 'short her on the ... 52 Nearest
Stars too
8-6-14 Killing of Mary Kennedy by Robert Kennedy Jr. who
was in the process of "shooting up" heroin, instead of being a
"Hero" for Mary. Robert Kennedy's addiction to herion for
decades left him "Brain Dead" to Loving his wife Mary!
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today... search the NY Times + the New England Journal of
Medicine for Mary Kennedy, women who were tortured by
their husband into hanging them selves in the barn and if
anyone wanted to bring murder charges to the husband.
Has anyone made a movie of this Plot? Mary B. would make
Mary Kennedy dramatic when she makes the Movie Titles.
"Robert Kennedy Jr. Hangs Mary in Kennedy Barn" wow!
Revenge on the murderer...

8-6-14 Killing of Mary Kennedy is not counted as "Murder" so
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8-6-14 Killing of Mary Kennedy is not counted as "Murder" so
we are short of the... real world total. GRASSY KEY -- A man
was in the process of "shooting up" heroin when Monroe
County Sheriff's Office detectives raided a home that turned
up 21 grams of the drug in 45 bags, according to a press...
Police didn't search Mary Kennedy's home for Murder
Evidence...
8-6-14 Killing of Mary Kennedy...for any researchers, they
will have to travel great distances to access remote
collections. Too much valuable information remains
isolated to print, unlinked to related resources and
collections like Police, FBI, CIA data base to search, NY Times
needs to write this up, grin!!
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today

8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today. New York Times Today Paid $$$ subscribers can
explore millions of pages of past newspapers—is actually a
pretty big change.
Please search invent, inventor, invent something...
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8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Please search invent, inventor, invent something...
New York Times Today Paid $$$ subscribers can explore
millions of pages of past newspapers—is actually a pretty big
change.
8-6-14

8-6-14
8-6-14

8-6-14 One of the tasks the human brain best performs is
identifying with a Pentagon General who would make your
1999 Ford Escort Junker feel and act like a Fighter Jet! No
Head on Collisions iApp... no gasoline!
8-6-14 One of the tasks the human brain best performs is
identifying with 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Who Would
Have Made your Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet!
iPad with built in iPhone7s... Dash Dropcam Cops direct
traffic, you if you are the one cutting in and out of traffic...
School children typically are unaware of neuroscience as an
emerging field "that involves medicine, biology,
engineering, a whole range of disciplines that come
together," he says. "Increasing their sophistication and tools
in this discipline early will be a hallmark of the next
generation of brain scientists."
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After the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is HERE... 4 USA MD
Wives Coup D'Etat... Will Make your Hospital Feel Like a
Fighter Jet.
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital scientists have
discovered an enzyme that regulates production of the
toxins that contribute to potentially life-threatening
Staphylococcus aureus infections. The study recently
appeared in the scientific journal the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences (PNAS).
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
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of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
Researchers also showed that the same enzyme allows
Staphylococcus aureus to use fatty acids acquired from the
infected individual to make the membrane that bacteria
need to grow and flourish. The results provide a promising
focus for efforts to develop a much-needed new class of
antibiotics to combat staph and other Gram-positive
infections. Staphylococcus aureus is the most common cause
of staph infections, including methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), the drug-resistant infection
that is a growing problem in hospitals.
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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